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As the 21st century approaches, the armed forces of the
United States are facing a future that offers little certainty
beyond the fact that there will be less money available for a
new, and perhaps more complex, era in defense. With such
challenges in mind, the Department of the Navy developed its
Strategic Goals, which begin with a vision for the future:
We, the leaders in the Department of the Navy, will opti-
mize the effectiveness of the Navy-Marine Corps team by
leading our people and managing our systems as an inte-
grated force within a quality-focused organization. We
will work to influence our future by translating our
vision, mission, and guiding principles into goals,
strategies, and actions so that resources and improve-
ments are aligned with the same intent. [Ref. l:p. 1]
At each level there is opportunity to "optimize the
effectiveness" to get the most out of every defense dollar
spent. From the perspective of a Marine Corps infantryman,
whose ultimate mission is to achieve victory over the enemy,
maximum effectiveness means having the equipment required to
complete the mission. The infantryman is the foundation of
the Marine Corps; therefore, the ultimate mission of the
Marine Corps Supply System is to provide to the infantryman
what is needed, when it is needed, and where it is needed
[Ref . 2:p. 5] .
The Marine Corps operates a supply system that is separate
and distinct from the other services [Ref. 3: p. 1-1-2],
Within that system is the intermediate level of supply which
supports a defined geographic area and specific organizations
or activities [Ref. 4:p. v] . Currently, the replenishment
supplies and parts stocked at the intermediate level are
stocked according to historical usage data and Combat
Essentiality-Criticality Codes (CEC) [Ref 4:p. 1-7]. This
thesis examines this system and analyzes how it might be
modified to reflect a more readiness-oriented posture.
One drawback in the current system is that although the
combat essential items do not require a demand level as high
as the non-combat essential items in order to be stocked, they
still will not be stocked unless they satisfy the minimum
demand level. Therefore. readiness could be adversely
affected if an essential item is not on hand when needed.
Conversely, stocking a high-demand item which is not combat
essential may consume a significant portion of scarce funds.
A second area of concern is the difficulty in evaluating
how well the intermediate level supply system is performing in
relation to readiness. Although there are several performance
measures applied to the intermediate level supply points,
there is no explicit correlation between performance measures
and readiness (or operational availability).
Finally, although the current system is intended to stock
items so that they are available when required for use with
minimal delay between the intermediate supply level and the




This thesis presents a model which demonstrates a theory
for allocating funds for supplies and parts at the intermedi-
ate supply level, subject to a budget constraint. Analysis
of the model will produce a working hypothesis which states
that, given a budget reduction, a proportionate allocation
policy is the optimal policy to pursue after steady state
consumption is reached.
An important element in the model is a weighted value
assigned to each stock item, based upon combat essentiality
and criticality. The model analysis will provide a basis for
further research into readiness-oriented stockage and measures
of effectiveness.
C. SCOPE OF THESIS
This thesis examines the Marine Corps intermediate level
supply system and stockage criteria, analyzing it in terms of
its orientation towards readiness. The focus is on demand-
supported items, stocked at Supported Activities Supply System
Management Units (SMUs). This thesis does not examine:
Stocked insurance items;
Critical low density items;
Stocked numeric items;
Stocked provisioning items;
Stocked prepos i t ioned war reserve materiel.
D. THESIS OVERVIEW
This thesis continues with the following chapters.
Chapter II is an overview of the Marine Corps supply
system and the intermediate level supply management policy.
It discusses combat essential i ty-cri t i cal i ty codes and perfor-
mance measures of effectiveness.
Chapter III presents a myopic supply allocation and
optimization model. The results from the model are compared
with a simulated steady state to demonstrate how the model
functions over time. Chapter III concludes with a discussion
of a proportionate supply reduction policy given a budget
reduction .
Chapter IV concludes the thesis with a summary of the
findings and recommendations regarding further research into
how the Marine Corps might use these conclusions.
II. MARINE CORPS INTERMEDIATE LEVEL SUPPLY MANAGEMENT
This chapter acquaints the reader with the intermediate
supply level. The chapter proceeds with the following
sections :
A. Organization and Operations
B. Combat Essential i ty-Cri
t
ical i ty Codes
C. Performance Measures of Effectiveness
A. ORGANIZATION AND OPERATIONS
The Supported Activities Supply System (SASSY) Management
Unit (SMU) is the intermediate supply activity that supports
Fleet Marine Force (FMF) units and holds most of the interme-
diate-level of inventory for its geographic area. "The
intermediate-level of inventory is an inventory regardless of
funding source, that is required between the consumer and
wholesale-levels of inventory for support of a defined
geographic area." [Ref. 3:p. 2-1-6] The SMU is considered the
hub of supply matters within the FMF.
The SMU manages its inventory with a computer-based system
known as the Supported Activities Supply System (SASSY).
SASSY is used throughout the Fleet Marine Force and selected
base units. It is "a centralized record-keeper, stock
manager, f orecaster . . . and central data bank or information
point for the using units...." [Ref. 3 : p . 1-1-6] The
computer-produced documentation facilitates receiving,
issuing, and accounting for material throughout the FMF [Ref.
4:p. 1-1-6]. SASSY also generates an extensive range of
management reports which provide total "asset visibility on an
item quantitative basis for all elements within a MEF [Marine
Expeditionary Force]", aiding the FMF Commander in resource
allocation [Ref. 3:p. 2-1-17]. These reports are applicable
at all levels of management--operational level (battalions and
squadrons); intermediate level (Division, Wing and Force
Service Support Group), Fleet Marine Force headquarters; and
top level (Headquarters Marine Corps (HQMC)).
The SMU is located within the Supply Company of the Force
Service Support Group (FSSG) (see Figure 1). The FSSG is
responsible for supply support to itself, the air combat
element, the ground combat element, and the command element.
The SMU within the FSSG links the integrated material managers
at the various Inventory Control Points (ICPs) with the
supported units of the Fleet Marine Force (FMF). [Ref. 3:p. 2-
1-7]
The SMU inventory consists of a wide variety of supplies
and parts for issue to using units. To maintain its stock at
prescribed inventory levels, the SMU adheres to Headquarters
Marine Corps stockage policy and replenishes its stocks from
various agencies at the wholesale inventory level. The
wholesale inventory level is defined as an inventory





















manager at the inventory control point has asset knowledge and
exercises unrestricted asset control to meet worldwide
(DOD/Service) inventory management responsibilities." [Ref.
4:p. v] The SMU interacts with several agencies including the
Defense Logistics Agency, the General Services Administration,
other services, and the Marine Corps Inventory Control Point
(ICP) at Albany Georgia [Ref. 3:p. 1-1-8].
The Marine Corps ICP is the central supply processing
point for the Marine Corps Supply System. Among other
functions, the ICP is responsible for providing the Combat
Essentiality/Criticality Codes (CECs) to the SMUs. The ICP is
also responsible for updating the various programs used by the
SASSY system. The program modifications are sent from Albany
to the SMU, where the SASSY program files are updated. [Ref
3:p. 2-1-13]
The supported units or using units at the consumer-level
of inventory include the various battalions and squadrons.
The consumer-level of inventory is "an inventory, regardless
of funding source, usually of limited range and depth, held
only by the final element in an established supply distribu-
tion system for the purpose of internal consumption" [Ref.4:p.
vj . Battalions and squadrons are the end users of the
inventory. Located within the Marine Division (ground combat
element), the Marine Air Wing (air combat element), or the
Force Service Support Group (support element), they are the
final element in the supply distribution system [Ref. 3:p. 2-
1-19]
.
The SMU is subject to fiscal constraints based on the
annual budget appropriated and allocated for operating the
Marine Corps. Therefore, the SMU's budget fluctuates with the
annual Marine Corps budget. Funds are allocated to the
intermediate-level on a quarterly basis and budgeted for an
entire year. The funding for the SMU is allocated from an
appropriated account, the Operations and Maintenance Marine
Corps (0&M,MC) account [Ref. 3:p. 2-1-20]. The SMU receives
Planning Estimate funding that corresponds to the Requisi-
tioning Authority of units supported by the SMU.
B. COMBAT ESSENTIALITY-CRITICALITY CODES
In July 1991, the Marine Corps converted its stockage
policy from historical demand and item cost, based to demand
and Combat Essent ial i ty-Cr i t i cal i ty Codes (CECs) based. By
giving stockage priority to items essential to operational
readiness, this policy helps decision makers consider readi-
ness in allocating funds. This section will first discuss the
assignment of the CECs and then the application of the
policies.
1. Assignment of USMC Combat Essent ial ity-Cri tical ity
Codes
When a new weapons system is being procured, many as-
pects of system supportabi 1 i ty are considered at the beginning
of the procurement cycle, from Mission Requirements Analysis
to System Phase out. As the weapon system moves through the
various phases of the acquisition process it also undergoes
logistic support analysis (LSA) , "...an iterative analytical
process by which the logistic support necessary for a new
system is identified and evaluated." [Ref. 5:p. 14] A code,
called Essentiality Code. is derived from the Logistics
Support Analysis Record (LSAR) . It is defined as "A code to
indicate the degree to which the failure of the part affects
the ability of the end item to perform its intended opera-
tion." [Ref. 6] The contractor provides the various essentia-
lity codes to the Department of Defense during the procurement
process. The codes are as follows:
CODE DEFINITION
1 Failure to this part will render the item inoper-
able.
3 Failure to this part will not render the end item
inoperabl e
.
5 Item does not qualify for assignment of code 1 but
is needed for personnel safety.
6 Item does not qualify for assignment of code i but
is needed for legal, climatic, or other requirements
peculiar to the planned operational environment of
the end item.
7 Item does not qualify for assignment of code 1 but
is needed to prevent impairment of or the temporary
reduction of operational effectiveness of the end
item. [Ref. 6]
The Marine Corps policy is to further define an end
item as combat essential or non-combat essential, define the
criticality of the repair part to the end item, and assign a
combat essential i ty-cri tical ity code. Combat essential ity-
criticality codes are assigned to all other classes of supply
as well. These codes are as follows:
CODE DEFINITION
Noncombat Essential End Item . End items that do not
fit the definition code items.
1 Combat Essential End Item. End item equipments
whose availability in a combat ready condition is
essential for execution of the combat and training
missions of the command.
2 Noncritical Repair Par t. Repair parts or major
components whose failure in an end item will not
render the end item inoperative or reduce its
effectiveness below the minimum acceptable level of
efficiency, and which do not fit the definition of
Code 3 or 4 items.
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3 Critical tor Health and Satetv of Personnel . Those
parts and components that are required for the
health and safety of personnel, and which do not fit
the definition of Code 5 or 6 items.
4 Critical for State and Local Laws . Those parts and
components that are required for conformance to
state law or local ordinances, and which do not fit
the definition of Code 5 or 6 items.
5 Critical Repair Part to a Combat Essential End Item .
Those parts or components whose failure in a Combat
Essential end items will render the end item inoper-
ative or reduce its effectiveness below the minimum
acceptable level of efficiency.
6 Critical Repair Part to a Noncombat Essential End
I tern . Those parts or components whose failure in a
noncombat essential end item will render the end
item inoperative or reduce its effectiveness below
the minimum acceptable level of efficiency. [Ret.
3:p. 4-6-31]
The contractor provides essentiality codes to the
Marine Corps on LSAR tape when the item is procured. The
Marine Corps loads the tape to a part of its computer system
called Subsystem-10 (provisioning). The essentiality codes
are converted to the Marine Corps Combat Essent ial i ty-
Criticality Codes, then entered into the Supported Activities
Supply System (SASSY), for use in demand-based stocking of
repair parts at the intermediate level. [Ref. 7]
2. Application of Policies
The current stockage policy for demand-supported items
for an operations and maintenance Marine Corps (O&MC) funded
activity is as follows:
(1) Three recurring demands (issues) in 12 months are
required to stock an item if the combat essentiality code
(CEC) is 5 or 6. A minimum stock level (RO = 5, ROP = 3)
will be established for items in this category.
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(2) Six recurring demands (issues) in 12 months are
required to stock an item if the CEC is other than 5 or
6. A minimum stock level (RO = 2. ROP = 1) will be es-
tablished for items in this category.
(3) Once a demand-supported RO is generated, the RO will
not be deleted until it fails to meet stockage criteria
for a twelve month period. [Ref. 4:p. 1-7]
This stockage criteria places emphasis on CEC 5 & 6
items. If an item receives three demands in a 12-month period
the item will be stocked with a requisitioning objective of
five and a reorder point of three. CEC 0, 1. 2, 3, and 4
items must have six demands in a 12-month period in order to
be stocked at the intermediate level. Therefore, an item that
is CEC 5 or 6 is more likely to be stocked than an item that
is CEC 0, 1 , 2, 3, or 4.
However, there may be items that are very essential
(CEC 5) but have less than three demands in a 12-month period.
To prevent an out-of-stock situation on an essential item, it
might be better to establish a minimum requisitioning objec-
tive (RO) of one for such items, even if it means reducing the
RO for an item with a CEC of 2, 3, or 4 that has six demands
per year.
In addition, the present system makes no distinction
between items in each CEC as to their relative contribution to
readiness, or which ones contribute to readiness in the most
effective way. For example, a vehicle seat cushion, national
stock number (NSN) 2540-01-313-0678, costing $32.42 and a set
of glow plugs, NSN 2920-01-188-3863 costing $4.89, are combat
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essential (coded CEC 5) [Ref. 8J. A marginal stock reduction
of one seat cushion would allow a marginal increase of 6.63
sets of glow plugs, a part required for the operation of
diesel engines. In a hypothetical combat situation, stocking
one less seat cushion could allow stocking enough glow plugs
to keep the vehicles running. In other words, some items
might be considered "more" combat essential than others. This
indicates a need for a more definitive ranking system between
various NSNs.
Given the assumptions that battalion commanders and
using unit supply officers are making the best possible supply
decisions, but that funding will be increasingly inadequate,
achieving maximum readiness will depend upon identifying which
items contribute most to readiness. The following hypotheti-
cal example illustrates the tradeoffs which will be required
as budget cuts intensify. It also illustrates the need for a
more definitive ranking system for supplies and repair parts.
A unit is scheduled to go to training at the Marine
Corps Air Ground Combat Center at Twentynine Palms. Califor-
nia. The unit has several vehicles with broken mirrors. The
mirrors are coded CEC 3. If the mirrors are out of stock when
the scheduled training date arrives, what is the impact on
overall readiness? Although the vehicles are not combat-
deadl ined, they are safety-deadl ined (they cannot drive on the
highway to Twentynine Palms). Therefore, readiness is reduced
because of the inability to accomplish the scheduled training
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using the vehicles. In a combal situation it is easy to see
why glow plugs are CEC 5 and mirrors are CEC 3. Yet. to be
totally effective—and training is a part of total effec-
tiveness-- the mirror and the glowplugs are both important.
CEC 5 items must be stocked for combat readiness. CEC 3 items
should be stocked because they are essential for health and
safety, but CEC 2 items (a sword and scabbard, for instance)
needn't be stocked if doing so results in inadequate funding
for more essential items.
If funds are reduced to the point where difficult
choices must be made, a definitive ranking system will help
with these choices. There are many areas competing for funds
and many conflicts when discussing what is combat essential.
However, the reality of today's military situation is that the
budget has been reduced and will be further reduced. Deci-
sions now must be made about what is absolutely combat essen-
tial. The current problem is that everything coded CEC 5 is
considered equally important, with demand being the only
discriminator. Furthermore, it is not clear how much more
important CEC 5 is over CEC 4, or 3, etc.
3. Weighted Value
A weighted value system entailing more detailed divi-
sions among all Combat Essential i ty-Cri tical i ty Codes could
better differentiate between the importance of the NSNs as
they relate to readiness. The supply allocation and optimi-
zation model requires a value between 0.01 and 0.99, with 0.01
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indicating the lowest contribution to combat readiness and
0.99 indicating those items absolutely essential to combat
readiness. It is not within the scope of this thesis to
determine how these weights should be assigned; rather, the
model will demonstrate the application of the weighted value
in the allocation of funds.' One intent of weighting the
various NSNs would be to increase the stock level of those
items considered most critical to readiness. The net effect
would be a reduction in the probability of a critical item
being out of stock, and a corresponding increase in the proba-
bility of a non-critical item being out-of-stock , all other
things remaining equal. This concept will be illustrated in
the model. It also leads to a discussion of measuring readi-
ness based upon the probability of an item being out-of-stock.
C. PERFORMANCE MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS
1 . Introduction
Determining appropriate measures of effectiveness
(MOEs) for the intermediate level supply points is a compli-
cated task. As MOEs are designed to better represent the
ultimate objective (readiness), "...the amount and type of
data required to compute the MOEs increases, the mathematics
For a further discussion on essentiality weighting and the complexities
involved, see Essentiality Weighting Models For Wholesale Level Inventory
Management by Robert L. Schwaneke, Naval Postgraduate School Masters Thesis
S375115, December 1988.
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become more complex, and the cost of obtaining the measurement
increases." [Ref. 9:p. 43]
In addition, as decision variables change to improve
one MOE, another may worsen. The most significant conflicts
are "...between the MOE ' s which represent cost (which we wish
to minimize) and the MOE ' s which represent customer service
(which we wish to maximize)." [Ref. 9:p. 43] For instance,
to provide the rapid supply support that units want, interme-
diate supply inventory levels must be increased. The desira-
ble rise in the customer service MOE is accompanied by an





The Marine Corps Intermediate Supply Policy Manual
does not define any specific "measures of effectiveness," but
rather provides broad policy guidance for "effective"
stockage
:
1. Secondary item stockage for the intermediate-level of
supply shall provide optimum stockage for each material
category by incorporating a balance between performance
and economy with consideration of military essentiality.
2. Stockage computations shall employ actual demand his-
tory as the primary basis for stockage. The construction
of stockage levels will be based on a combination of
operating level (OL) , actual order/ship time (OST) or
procurement lead time (PLT) , when available, and defined
safety levels. This method of computing stockage levels
should minimize total variable costs for any given supply
performance or investment objectives." [Ref. 4: p. 1-3]
At the intermediate supply level in the Marine Corps,
"measures of effectiveness" can be derived from the reports
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produced by the Supported Activities Supply System (SASSY).
Some of these measures are oriented toward perlormance
effectiveness and can be applied to the operation of the SASSY
Management Unit. A key issue to examine is what information
these performance measures actually provide to the decision
maker. Selected measures of effectiveness from the United
States Navy Supply System will be used as a basis for analyz-
ing the measures derived at the SMUs. To accomplish this, the
remainder of this section will proceed as follows:
2. Current Measures of Effectiveness (Navy)
3. Measures of Effectiveness for the Future (Navy)
4. Current Measures of Effectiveness Used by the
Intermediate Supply Level (Marine Corps)
5. Readiness Measurement
2. Current Measures of Effectiveness (Navy)
Some of the MOEs currently used at different levels in
the Navy supply system are:
System Material Availability (SMA) SMA, a customer
service measure for the wholesale level, is defined as
the percent of requisitions which are satisfied on the
first pass against system assets.... It is computed as
f ol lows
:
SMA(%) =100x 1.0- Backordeis Established+DVDs Established
Demand
or, alternatively as:
SMA(%) = 100x[l.0 MOE
Demand
The current Navy goal for wholesale SMA is 85%
[Ref. 9:p. 44]
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Gross Effectiveness - The percent of total requisitions,
for both stocked and non-stocked items, received and
satisfied from stock on hand at any given echelon of
inventory. Gross effectiveness is mainly used by the
stock points and the retail consumer level supply depart-
ments as a measure of customer service. [Ref. 9:p. 44]
Net Effectiveness - The percent of total requisitions,
for stocked items, received and satisfied from stock on
hand. Again, the stock points and retail consumer levels
use this as a measure of customer service . [Ref . 9:pp. 44]
Miscellaneous Measures of Effectiveness - Some miscella-
neous MOEs used by supply system decision makers include
the following:
• Average days to stow receipts at a stock point.
Warehouse refusal rate at a stock point.
Inventory accuracy audit results. [Ref. 9:p. 45]
What information do these various measures of effec-
tiveness provide? They tell the decision maker how well the
Navy's inventory system is working, but not necessarily how
well it is helping to improve readiness. The inventory system
may be working according to these measures but not maximizing
readiness
.
3. Future Measures of Effectiveness (Navy)
This section describes some MOEs that will be applied
to evaluate the supply system in the future, according to
NAVSUP Publication 553 - Inventory Management [Ref. 9:p. 45].
These MOE ' s are directed towards readiness by focusing on the
expeditious delivery of supplies to the end user. The
following MOEs are being developed or used by the supply
system
:
a. Operational Availability (A ) A is the official Navy
measure of weapon system performance. It is a measure of
readiness and as such provides an indicator of hardware,
18
fleet and total supply system per f ormance . . . .
A
is the
probability that a system or equipment called upon under
stated conditions in an actual environment, will operate
sat isf actor i ly .... In concept the tormula for A„ is:
An=- UPTIME
UPTIME*DOWNTIME





MTBF = Mean time between failures
MTTR = Mean time to repair
MSRT = Mean supply response time.
Operational availability is used to assist in the weapon
system and major end item design process. It is also
used in the creation of some shipboard allowance lists.
Eventually, A„ may be incorporated in some inventory
requirements determination models. [Ref. 9
: pp . 45-46]
b. Mean Supply Response Time (MSRT) From the opera-
tional availability formula it is simple to observe that
any reduction in the MSRT will increase A . MSRT will be
used very soon for wholesale level provisioning and may
be used in the more distant future for wholesale require-
ments determination. [Ref 9:p. 46]
c. Average Customer Wait Time (ACWT) A primary perfor-
mance measure linking supply responsiveness to operation-
al requirements .... ACWT represents the average time
required in the supply system to satisfy maintenance
related demands, regardless of whether the demand was for
a stocked or non-stocked item.... ACWT is ultimately
expressed in hours. It depends on other performance mea-
sures (i.e., requisition processing times, gross avail-
ability at retail and wholesale levels and required
transportation times). Shortfalls in availability at one
echelon of supply may be compensated for by higher avail-
ability in another echelon. [Ref. 9:p. 46]
4. Intermediate Level Measures of Effectiveness (USMC)
Although there are no specific MOEs defined as such
in the SASSY Management Unit Procedures Manual (UM-4400-1 23)
,
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some data items from the SASSY reports are considered and used
as performance measures by the SMUs . This section will
explain some of these items, as taken from two daily reports:
the Balance Analysis GABF and the General Account Performance
Report
.
Balance Analysis GABF - provides the supply
officer/commanding officer and general account manager
with a report of the stock status of the using
unit/general account to include the total number of line
items and their dollar value, total assets on hand, due
in, and excess. A separate report is provided for SAC 1,
2, and 3. [Ref. 3:p. 4-4-23]
General Account Performance Report - provides the gener-
al account manager with a daily summary to date for the
month of statistical data and dollar values. The data is
oriented toward performance measurement. The report is
provided daily and cumulatively. [Ref 3:p. 4-4-71]
The following are just a few of the many data items from these
reports which are monitored at the SMUs:
% Complete Fills: Total number of issues divided by total
demands times 100 (Gross Effectiveness in the Navy)
% Complete R0 Fills: Total complete RO fills divided by
total RO demands times 100 (Net Effectiveness in the NAVY)
Warehouse Denials: Number of items that are listed on the
balance file that a material release order was cut for and
the item could not be located in the warehouse. (Warehouse
Refusal Rate in the Navy)
Number of Days to Stow Receipts: Number of days required
to stow receipts from date received to date processed (Date
processed - item is added to the balance file). (Average
days to stow receipts in the Navy)
Value Inventory Gains: The total dollar value of inventory
gains since the last update.
Value Inventory Losses: The total dollar value of inven-
tory losses since the last update.
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Examining these data items raises an important
question: how is the effectiveness of the various SMUs
measured? Are the SMUs evaluated on the basis of fill rate?
By inventory accuracy? By fewest warehouse denials? The list
of possibilities is as long as the list of data items in the
management reports. They are all measures of how the SMU
performs its internal operations. They are all factors that
effect the SMU and are all eminently important to the "effi-
cient" operation of the SMU. However there is no direct
correlation between these measures and readiness or the
"effectiveness" of the SMU. For example, if inventory
accuracy is poor, a much-needed part may be lost in the
warehouse; an inefficient operation. However, inventory
accuracy may be very good but the supplies and parts that are
stocked may not reflect the best use of funds as far as
overall readiness is concerned. The SMU may be operating very
efficiently but its effectiveness as it contributes to
readiness might be improved.
SASSY does not furnish any systematic report providing
information on which items are combat deadlined. and what
repair parts are causing items to be deadlined. When a using
unit has deadlined principal end items because a part is out
of stock, the unit orders the item at the highest priority
level. If the part is not received within specified time
frames, the unit supply officer usually reconciles the status
of outstanding orders with the Customer Service Section of the
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SMU. This is often the first indicator for the SMU that items
which are backordered. or not stocked, are adversely affecting
readiness .
The reconciliation process initiates further action to
expedite the receipt of the NSNs in question. The Customer
Service section notifies the General Account of dead lined
principal end items and the NSN ' s affecting those end items.
The General Account section researches the problem and
upgrades the priority of the replenishment requisition (if
this has not already been done) in order to expedite the
process, or takes alternative action as deemed appropriate,
i.e., sending a message directly to the Integrated Materiel
Manager
.
A method which aids this process is to write a com-
puter program which reviews the Marine Corps Integrated
Maintenance Management System (MIMMS) files to check for
deadlined items and to determine which NSNs are the cause.
This procedure is set up internally within the SMU. It
reveals whether an NSN is backordered and the status of the
requisition for the part. The NSN might be backordered
because of delays in receiving the item or because the item
was not stocked due to minimal demand. As stated before, the
parts and supplies stocked by the intermediate level supply
points are those items that are used by the FMF units for
their required missions based on a prescribed policy of
historical demand and combat essential i ty-cri tical i ty codes.
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One performance measure of effectiveness (MOE) that is
commonly used to evaluate performance at the intermediate
level supply points is "fill rate." This is similar to the
Gross Effectiveness measure in the Navy. Fill rate is the
number of requisitions filled divided by the number requisi-
tions received on a daily basis, multiplied by 100. However,
this performance measure does not directly correspond to
operational readiness, (i.e., availability of weapon systems
located in units supported by the intermediate level supply
points). It is simply a percentage that tells the interme-
diate level supply manager that at a particular time a certain
percent of supplies and repair parts were available and
issued. The intermediate level supply points may have a high
"fill rate" but the using units may not have an acceptable
operational readiness due to less than optimal supply support.
The opposite may also be true: units may have high operational
readiness but the fill rate at the intermediate level may be
low. The ideal condition may exist as well: a high "fill
rate" and high operational readiness. There is a clear need
for a measure that is more indicative of how supply support
performance actually relates to readiness and how the Marine
Corps can best allocate its scarce resources to insure the
infantryman can complete his mission. 2
For a thorough analysis of measures relating to readiness, see United
States Marines Corps Provisioning- Measures of Effectiveness by Joseph D. Cassel,
Jr., Naval Postgraduate School Thesis QUI21 , December 1987.
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The Rand Corporation conducted a research project
sponsored by the Department of the Navy. One of the resulting
documents. "Enhancing integration and Responsiveness in Naval
Aviation Logistics: Spares Stockage Issues." summarizes the
implications of using fill rate as a performance measure.
Fill rates... are used as goals; and they are used as
measures of system performance. The fill rate measure is
typical of functionally oriented measures. It is only
indirectly related to readiness and sustainabi 1 i ty
.
Although it is a simple measure and easily understood, it
is not especially meaningful outside the supply system.
More important, it is not operational ly meaningful. . .
Weapon system availability [readiness], on the other
hand. . . . does measure very directly the end product of
the logistics system: mission capable aircraft. Thus,
it is a more ultimate measure of system performance....
Moreover, it accounts explicitly for weapon system com-
plexity.... To the extent that the relationships between
fiscal resources and military readiness are important at
the budget table, fill rates may fail and weapon system
availability rates succeed in motivating the appropriate
investment decision ... weapon system availability rate
...focus management attention on a more ultimate output
of the system than simply its efficiency in filling req-
uisitions. Thus we argue in favor of the use of weapon
system availability rates as objective functions. . .and as
goals and performance measures.... [Ref 10:p. 9]
5. Readiness Measurement
Supply support is related to readiness as follows:
READINESS^ 1 - PROBABILITY {NOT-IN-STOCK)
This is, of course, a much simpler readiness measure than the
Navy measure of weapon system performance (A ) . It is
intended to measure supply system performance only, without
regard to maintenance support, administrative support, etc.
Therefore, throughout the remainder of this discussion, the
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terra readiness refers to readiness in terms of supply support
only.
One can see that in order to have 100% readiness there
must be a 0% probability of a stockout for a critical item.
PROBABILITY {NOT-IN-STOCIO =1.0-1.0=0
Because it is not within the scope of this thesis to
calculate the probabilities of an item being out of stock
(based on quantities on hand, order ship time, expected
receipts. failure rates, etc..) this discussion will be
limited to the probabilities at the two extremes: 0% and
100%.
If a part on a weapon system fails, readiness is
directly related to the probability that either the repair
part is on hand or can be instantaneously obtained from the
supply support agency. This formula only measures availabil-
ity for one specific item. Readiness must consider the impact
a specific item has on an entire unit. For example, if a tank
company had 14 tanks and one tank was deadlined because a gun
tube was NIS. then the percent of assets deadlined would be:
BASSETSDEADLINED = PROBABILITY (NIS) m _1_
# ASSETS 14
Then:
READINESS = 1 -%ASSETSDEADLINED =
1-.0714= .9286
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Therefore, the company would have 92.86% readiness ievel. In
order to increase a readiness level, the stock level must be
increased such that the corresponding decrease in the proba-
bility of NIS would yield the desired readiness level. As
discussed in the preceding section on combat essent lal i ty-
criticality codes, this may involve a decrease in the stock
levels of items considered less essential. This concept will
be illustrated in the supply allocation and optimization
model
.
The lead time necessary to obtain the gun tube is a
factor in valuing the cost of the deadlined tank as repair-in-
process (i.e., if in repair-in-process, then it is not ready).
If the cost of the deadlined tank is $R a day in readiness and
lead time is 30 days, the cost of not having the tank (the
cost of decreased readiness) is 30 x $R. 3 By reducing the
lead time to 10 days the inventory of repair-in-process would
decrease by 20x$R while supply support cost would increase by
the actual holding cost of the gun tube. Therefore an
increase in stock level decreases repair-in-process. To
summarize, throughput is increased by decreasing the inventory
of repair-in-process, although the inventory of spare parts is
A key issue at this point is determining the dollar value of a tank, or
any other weapon system, that is not ready. In a market economy, the cost of not
having enough supplies on hand can be determined easily, i.e. lost customers,
lost sales, etc. In defense matters, however, the dollar value of readiness is
very difficult to quantify.
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increased. The ultimate goal of this concept is to decrease
the lead tine at all levels of supply.
From intermediate level supply to using unit tank bat-
talion, lead time is usually about 2 days, assuming the part
is in stock at the intermediate level. If the lead time is
reduced at any supply level then operational readiness will
increase by reducing of the repair-in-process and the aggre-
gate inventory of deadlined tanks.
As already stated, to have 100% readiness based on
supply support there must be 0% probability of NIS for all
repair parts. One can assume, however, that all the required
parts cannot be stocked because it would be cost prohibitive.
Too much inventory may ideally respond to the demand for
spares. However, this may be costly, with a great deal
of capital tied up in the inventory. In addition, much
waste could occur, particularly if system changes are
implemented and certain components become obsolete. On
the other hand, providing too little support results in
the probability of causing the system to be inoperative
due to stock-out, which also can be costly. [Ref. 5:p.
61]
Therefore, the problem is: what is the most effective way to
stock repair parts at the intermediate level to maximize
readiness (minimize probability of NIS), given a budget
constraint?
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III. SUPPLY ALLOCATION AND OPTIMIZATION MODEL
A. DESCRIPTION AND DEMONSTRATION
The supply allocation and optimization model* is designed
to allocate 100% of the available resources to purchase sup-
plies and parts in a manner which maximizes what economists
refer to as "utility." Utility is a measure of the level of
satisfaction received by consuming a particular combination of
goods and services [Ref. 1 1 : p . 131].
In the Marine Corps, the battalion commanders have a
variety of assets at their disposal which, when combined,
provide the "capability" to accomplish a mission. The
effectiveness of the Marine Corps is a function of its
capability. An infantry battalion commander has some men
armed with rifles, some with mortars, some with machine guns,
some with radios, etc. A tank battalion commander, on the
other hand, has tanks and sufficient men and support equipment
to maintain a given capability. Whatever the form, this capa-
bility is the commander's most important asset. Resources
should be allocated to attain the highest possible capability
within the given budget constraint.
In this model, utility represents capability. The model
works under the assumption that a weighted value between 0.01
Model developed by Professor Katsuaki Terasawa, Adjunct Professor of
Economics and Policy Analysis, Naval Postgraduate School, 1992.
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and 0.99 is assigned to each NSN in the suppiy system as
previously discussed. To demonstrate the model so that it may
be graphically illustrated, only two NSNs are used; however,
the concept remains the same for any number of NSNs.
The concept behind maximizing utility is that there exists
a combination of NSNs which provides the greatest possible
utility within a specific budget constraint. To determine the
utility of any combination of NSNs, the model uses the Cobb-
Douglas production function as follows:
U=U(NSNa,NSNb ) =(NSNa Ea ) (NSN^)
where
U = utility (capability)
NSN, = quantity of NSNa
NSN b = quantity of NSN„
E, = essentiality or weighted value of NSN,
Eb = essentiality or weighted value of NSN b
For example, if
NSN, = 10





U = 10- 9 x 14- 8 = 65.59
The measure of the utility received from the combination
of 10 NSN, and 14 NSN b is 65.59. There is more than one combi-
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nation of NSN, and NSN b which will provide the same utility of
65.59. By increasing or decreasing NSN, and solving for the
resulting NSN b , or vice versa, the combinations of NSN 5 and
NSN b yielding a constant level of utility can be graphed as











Figure 2. Indifference Map
By increasing the quantities of NSNj and/or NSN b , a higher
level of utility can be obtained. Using the quantities from
column two of Table l (p. 40), NSN, = 17.64 and NSN b = 9.411,
the utility is as follows: U = 17.64 9 x 9.411 j = 79.57. The
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graph of all combinations of NSN, and N S N b which give this
utility is shown as indifference curve II in Figure 2.
Continuing this process shows that there are an infinite
number of indifference curves. The combination of NSNs on a
higher indifference curve (above and to the right) give a
higher utility. These combinations are all preferred to one
on a lower curve.
The marginal rate of substitution of NSN, and NSNb measures
the quantity of NSNb that must be given up when adding a unit
of NSN, so as to maintain a constant level of utility. For
small movements along either axis, (NSN, and/or NSN b ) , it is





The marginal rate of substitution will vary from one point
to another on the indifference curve, according to the degree
to which one is willing to substitute one good for another.
For instance, if one has a large quantity of NSN, relative to
NSN b , one will be willing to give up a lot of NSN, to gain
another unit of NSN b (assuming all other variables are equal).
[Ref.llrp. 134]
Another important concept that will be observed in the
model is marginal utility, "the addition to total utility that
is attributable to the addition of one unit of a good to the
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current rate of consumption, holding constant the amounts of
ail other goods consumed." [Ref. 1 1 :p. 137—138] The marginal
utilities of NSN, and NSN
b








The model will demonstrate that maximum utility is achieved
when the marginal utilities per dollar spent on the last unit
of each NSN are equal.
The budget constrains the otherwise unlimited consumption
of goods. The Marine Corps would like to purchase unlimited
quantities of supplies and parts to guarantee 100% readiness.
Because of the budget constraint, it must instead spend its
resources to produce the maximum possible readiness with the
available funds. To illustrate the budget line, assume the
budget is $100 5 and the unit prices (P) of NSN, and NSN b are
P, =$3 and P b = $5. respectively. Expenditure on NSN, ($3 x
NSN,) plus expenditure on NSN b ($5 x NSN b ) must equal the $100
budget constraint:
$3xNSN+$5xNSNb=$100
The budget constraint is represented by the cost to replace the quantities
represented by D and D, without optimization (i.e., B= (PD) + (P,D,)).
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The graph of this equation is budget line 1 shown in Figure 3.
Every point on the line represents a combination of NSN, and
NSN b which can be purchased for exactly $100. The parallel
budget line II in Figure 3 represents all combinations which
can be purchased if the budget is decreased to $80.
Constrained utility maximization can be graphically illus-
trated by combining an indifference curve map with a budget
line (Figure 4). The following example is taken from Manage-
rial Economics (p. 143-145), modified for use with this model
description. As can be seen in Figure 4, the highest possible
level of utility is reached when NSN, = 17.64, NSN b = 9.411 6 ,
and U = 79.57. This occurs at point C on the graph, where the
budget line is tangent to indifference curve II. There are
other combinations which are preferable because they produce
a higher utility, such as point B on indifference curve III
(NSN, = 15, NSN b = 14.18 and U = 95.45), but this utility is
unattainable since that combination of NSNs cannot be pur-
chased with the specified budget.
This example works with the assumption that the beginning on-hand quantity
is zero. This is because the model maximizes utility of the new on-hand quantity
after order quantity is added to the beginning on-hand quantity. Therefore, the
new on-hand quantities must equal the order quantities for this illustration to
be applicable.
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Figure 3. Budget Lines
Constrained Maximum CapaD i I I ty
% -
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Figure 4. Constrained Maximum Utility
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Likewise, there are many combinations along the budget
line which can be purchased for S100. But all of these
combinations lie on a lower indifference curve. Therefore,
they produce less utility. For example, the combination at
point A, where NSN, = 10 and NSNt, = 14, can be purchased with
the $100 budget. Because it is on indifference curve I,
however, it provides less utility (U = 65.59 as opposed to
79.57 at point C). The highest attainable utility is realized
at the point where the indifference curve is just tangent to
the budget line. At this point, the marginal rate of substi-











This means that the marginal utility per dollar spent on the
last unit of NSN 4 equals the marginal utility per dollar spent





then one can increase total utility by buying more or a (gain
ten per dollar) and less of b (lose five per dollar). This
gives a net gain of five by spending one dollar. This process
can be continued until the equilibrium point is reached.
This is the marginal utility interpretation of equilibrium.
To maximize utility given a budget constraint, the budget
should be allocated so that the marginal utility per dollar
for the last dollar spent on each NSN is the same for all NSNs
purchased, and the entire budget is spent. [Ref. 11 :p. 149]
Figure 5 graphically illustrates the maximization of
utility, given a previous on-hand quantity (inventory).
Suppose that 1.3 of NSN, and 7.2 of NSN b are used in one
period. At the beginning of the following period, on-hand
quantities for NSN, and NSN b are 8.7 and 6.8. respectively.
This point becomes the new origin on the graph. Assume that
the budget constraint is equal to the cost of replacing the
items used, (P
s
Dj + PbD b ) . In this case the budget is 39.9.
The objective now is to maximize utility given the budget
constraint and the on-hand quantities of NSN, and NSN b . The
optimization process yields an optimal order quantity of 8.95
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for NSN, and 2.61 for NSN b .
7 Substituting these quantities
into the utility equation yields:
U= (8.70+8.95) - 9 (6.80+2.61) - 8
U= 13. 24x6. 01=79. 57
Figure 5 shows that adding the optimal order quantities (0j
and b ) to the previous on-hand quantities gives new-on hand
The equations for the derivation of the optimal order quantity are found









= 17.6 and iN'SN. = 9.4, the point at which
the 79.57 utility curve is just tangent to the budget line.
Recall that when utility is maximized:
Ub Pb











are the on-hand quantities at the
beginning of the period and 0, and 0*, are the optimal order
quantities for NSN, and NSN b , respectively. Similarly, the
condition for utility maximization can be rewritten as:
^ (NSNb+Ob ) (NSNa+Oa ) =^2-
^ (NSNb-Pb+ObPb) ^PJtSN,' +PaOa
This shows that if the weighted value of NSN b (E b ) goes up .
then the optimal amount of NSN b increases and order quantity
b will increase. 0, will decrease to maintain the same
marginal rate of substitution. For example, if Ej, changes
from .8 to .85, and E, remains at .9, the optimal order
quantity for NSN, decreases from 8.95 to 8.44, while the
optimal order quantity for NSN b increases from 2.61 to 2.91.
The reverse, of course, is also true.
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Substituting the expanded condition for utility maximiza-
tion into the budget expression shows that increasing the
price of NSN b (Pb) decreases both the optimal order quantities
0, and b to maintain the budget level. Table 1 is a sample
of the model output for this demonstration.
The variables used in the model are defined as follows:
M=Movement given as: Ha =0.1 Mb = 0.5
E=Essential i ty given as: Ea = 0.9 Eb = 0.8









>,f = after optimizing
"-" = before ordering
"+" = after ordering
The stock of NSN is depleted by D (demand)
:
D = NSNxM+RV
where M simulates a rate by which the NSN is depleted. The
higher the value, the more frequently the item is requisi-
tioned in each time period. RV is a random variable to
simulate fluctuations in demand.
The initial on-hand quantities for NSN, and NSN b are:
NSN, = 10
NSN b = 14
If M, = .1, and RV, = .3, then NSN, is depleted in one time






2 3 4 5 i 1 : : '0
lh ^ fi D 4 1 (1 1 f. 9 (1 c il 7 )
Da .a MSMa=10 1.3 1.6 1.4 1.1 1.3 1.9 1.5 1.7 1.2 13 : 9
NSNa 10 6.7 8.4 3.6 8.9 3.7 S.l 3.5 3.3 3.8
ROa io 10 10 io io 10 10 io 10
k 2.364 1.928 1.516 1.314 2.334 1.397 2.136 1.612
NSNa- 3.7 15.23 14.16 15.14 14.34 13.97 14.36 14.12 }4.6}
12M 17.64 16.08 16.65 16.15 16.30 16.26 16.25 16.22 16.26
Ga 8.947 0.807 2.495 U1S 1.964 2.287 1.894 2.1(36 1.650 23.17 69,51
Oa* 7.157 0.646 1.996 0.313 1.571 1.830 1.515 1.635 1.320 18.53
0a*« 7.538 0.020 1.332 0.118 0.964 1.229 0.876 1.086 0.655 13 3^
NSNa* 15.85 15.92 16.15 15.95 15.91 15.80 15.87 15.80 15.93
NSNa** 16.23 15.30 15.49 15.25 15.30 15.20 15.23 15.20 15.27
RVb 0.2 0.1 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3
Db NSIk*14 7 ,2 3.5 5.75 4.425 4.887 4.856 4.871 4.764 4.917 45.17 225.8
NSNb 14 6.8 10.5 8.25 9.575 9.112 9.143 9.128 9.235 9.082 264.8
ROb 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 264.8
Db 4.805 4.790 4.741 4.408 4.648 4.636 4.535 4.627
NSNb- 6.8 4.605 3.790 4.141 4.208 4.048 4.036 4.135 4.027
;M¥ 9.411 8.581 8.883 8.617 8.697 8.672 8.671 8.655 8.675
m 2.611 3.975 5.092 4.475 4.488 4.623 4.634 4.519 4.447 39.07 195.3 I
Ob* 2.089 3.180 4.074 3.580 3.591 3.S98 3.707 3.615 3.718 31.25 I
Ob** 1.860 3.555 4.472 3.996 3.955 4.059 4.091 3.975 4.117 34.08
NSNb* 3.889 7.786 7.365 7.721 7.799 7.747 7.744 7.751 7.746
NSNb»* 8.660 8.161 8.263 8.138 8.163 8.108 8.127 8.111 8.145
fi 100 39.9 22.3 32.95 25.42 23.33 29.98 28.85 28.92 28.18 264.8
NewB 0.8 31.92 17.34 26.36 20.34 22.67 23.98 23.08 23.13 22.55 211.8
J
65.59 65.59 65.59 65.59 65.59 65.59 65.59 65.59 65.59 6,5.59 590.3
B» 65.59 79.60 68.03 72.16 68.51 69.60 69.26 69.25 69.03 69.31 634,7
111 69.07 62.37 63.69 62.05 62.41 61.68 61.93 61.72 62.14 567.1
if" 69.11 62.47 63.80 62.17 62.50 61.78 62.03 61.82 62.26 567.9
Note: The budget is given as the dollar value of what it would cost to replace the quantities issued for the period.
* indicates quantities obtained by proportionally reducing Oa and Ob to 80% of their previous value.








After maximizing U subject to the budget constraint of
$39.9, the optimal order quantity for NSNj (0,) is 8.95, and
the optimal order quantity for NSNt, (0 b ) is 2.61. This
combination gives the maximum utility attainable U = 79.57.
0j and b are added to NSN," and NSN b ", respectively to attain
the new on-hand quantities NSN, r = 17.6 and NSNb' = 9.4.
If the budget were reduced to 80%, maximizing utility at
the new budget level would produce approximately the same
result as multiplying the optimal order quantity at the 100%
budget level by 80%. This is demonstrated by calculating Ul
.
Ul represents the utility obtained by simply reducing 0, and
0), to 80% of their previous value (a method referred to as
Proportional Allocation Policy in the remainder of this
thesis). Plugging these values into the utility function
yields Ul = 69.07.
In contrast, U** represents a utility derived by maximiz-
ing utility subject to the new budget constraint, where B =
.8(39.9) = 31.92. This calculation yields new optimal order
quantities 0, and b . In period 1, there is a 0.05% increase
from Ul to (J**. For this particular example, the changes in
utility between the two methods for calculating a budget
reduction range from 0.05% to 0.20%. Therefore, the
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Proportional Allocation Policy seems to be a reasonable
approximation for the optimal strategy.
Thus far, utility has been maximized for one time period
(myopic optimization). The perceived limitation of myopic
optimization suggests contrasting successive myopic optimiza-
tions with a multi-period (sustained) optimization.
B. MYOPIC VS. SUSTAINED OPTIMIZATION RESULTS
To compare myopic optimization with sustained (non-myopic)
optimization, the model was revised 9 . The new model calculates
optimal order quantities in an infinite time steady state
optimization. These values can then be compared with the
quantities obtained from myopic optimization over a period of
time (meaning myopic optimization is performed in each time
period). The model is contained in Appendix D. Note that the
essentiality weights of each NSN have changed from those in
the previous model: E, and Ei, are .5 and .9. respectively.
The derivation of the optimal order quantities for the
infinite time steady state case are:
0^-^- XM =^5-x-2± =2.86
* E,*Eb P„ 1.4 3
This result holds for a wide range of parameter values. In fact, the
Proportional Allocation Policy becomes the optimal policy when the optimal order
quantities in each period converge to a steady state equilibrium.
Professor Katsuaki Terasawa, Adjunct Professor of Economics and Policy
Analysis, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA.
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Ob—«S-x*i*L = -Ixii =3.0925
2?
a
+Eh P„ 1.4 5











"jb Ph (E+Eh-E„xjn-Ehxn) 5 x ( 1 . 4 -0 . 5 xO . 6 -0 . 9 xO . 8
)
where m and n represent 1 —M
a
and 1 — M b , respectively (see
Appendix D and E, cells C4 and D4)
.
As can be seen in Figures 6 and 7, the order quantities
and resulting on-hand quantities from myopic optimization
approach a steady state over time. This assumes that demand
remains relatively constant over time.
Recall the discussion of budget reductions under myopic
optimization. Optimizing at a reduced budget level produced
slightly higher utility than a proportionate reduction in
order quantity. As can be seen in Figures 8 and 9, over time
the optimal order quantities derived from both myopic and non-
myopic optimization actually converge with the proportionate
reduction order quantities.
Recall that M = movement. 1-M and 1-M, are used in the calculation of
on-hand quantity after demand.
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Figure 7 Order Quantities Approaching Steady State
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Order Quantities with Budget Reduction
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*0rder quantities or© the same for PAP and Reopt I mi zot ion; therfore, lines are over layed
Figure 8 Convergence of Order Quantities Over Time
On- Hand Quantities with Budget Reduction
Proportional Allocation Policy vs. Peopt i mizat i on
Ti me
-Oa x .80 ITSS . Oa x .80 Myop
-a^Ob Reopt i mi zed at B=80* ITSS —*_ Oa Reopt imized at 8=80* Myop
'To reopt imize there must be a beginning on-hand quantity.
Figure 9 Convergence of On-Hand Quantities Over Time
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As this occurs, utilities converge as well (Figure 10).
Therefore, a proportionate allocation policy will maximize
utility for a given budget reduction if order quantities have
reached their steady state values."
Ut i I ity Over Time after Budget Reduction
Proportional Allocation Policy CPAP} vs. Optimization COpt}
3 a s b s S=8
T ime
Opt ITSS PAP ITSS Opt Myop PAP Myop
ITSS = Infinite Time Steady State Myop = Myopic
Figure 10 Convergence of Utilities Over Time
ii.
Low-demand, slow-moving critical items would be excluded from proportion-
ate reduction to preclude an out-of-stock situation.
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IV. SUMMARY. CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. SUMMARY
To face the delense cuts of the post Cold War era, the
Marine Corps will be focusing on readiness-oriented operations
in supply support. This thesis discussed combat essent ial i ty-
criticality codes and performance measures of effectiveness as
critical elements in readiness-oriented supply management.
The thesis then presented a supply allocation and optimization
model to demonstrate the theory of allocating funds to
maximize utility subject to a budget constraint. The model
examined the impact of a budget reduction and the proportional




ty-critical ity codes should be further
classified by weighted values to reflect a more precise
measure of the NSNs contribution to readiness.
The intermediate supply level should have a performance
measure of effectiveness which indicates how well the supply
system is contributing to readiness.
The supply allocation and optimization model demonstrates
how a given budget can be allocated to produce the maximum
possible utility. After optimization, order quantities and
on-hand quantities will reach a steady state over time, given
47
a stable demand pattern as discussed. Given a budget reduc-
tion, reopt imi zat ion and proportionate allocation alternatives
will yield the same utility over time. Therefore, proportion-
ate allocation of funds is a reasonable procedure to follow
given a budget reduction.
C. RECOMMENDATIONS
Further research is suggested in the following areas:
1. Modifying Combat Essent ial i ty-Cr i t i cal i ty Codes so that
they are more definitive of the NSNs ' contribution to
readiness
.
2. Determining the probability of a stockout on combat-
essential items, in order to formulate a readiness measure
based on that probability.
3. Making the supply allocation and optimization model
more representative of actual supply operations.
4. Examining the optimal supply budget with respect to
marginal benefits and marginal costs, to include the oppor-




Lotus 1-2-3 Release 3.1+ Spreadsheet
Supply Allocation and Optimization Model
ABCDEFGSIJ
I = I o v e i e a t H - = n Bind quantity before (
-
] ordering
Essentiality OfiM = 0n Sand quantity after (H ordering
F = P r i c e = 0p t i n 1 Order Quantity
i V
- 8 a n a o i Variable
D=Deiand ^-Budget
R S fl = A quantity of KSIs ! = after optiiizing
SO:Beqiisitioning Objective
'-"
= before ordering, "" = after ordering12 3 4 5 6 7 8
8 V* 0.3 0.6 0.* 0.1 0.3 0.9 0.5
0a 1.3 i .6 ! .1 1.1 1.3 1.9 1.5
ISIa 10 8.7 8.1 8.6 8.9 8.7 8.1 8.5
801 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
0a» 2.365 1.928 1.516 1.311 2.331 1.897
ISIa- 8.7 15.28 11.16 15.11 11.31 13.97 14.36
ISIa* 17.65 16.09 16.66 16.16 16.31 16.26 16.26













































7.158 0.616 1 .996 0.813 1.572 1.83 I. 516 1.686
7.539 0.021 1.332 0.119 0.961 1.229 0.876 1.086
15.86 15.93 16.16 15.95 15.91 15.8 15.88 15.81
16.21 15.3 15.19 15.26 15.31 15.2 15.21 15.21
0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8



























0.5 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.3
5.75 1.125 4.888 4.856 4.872
8.25 9.575 9.113 9.144
14 14 11 U
1.79! 1.712 1.109 1.619
3.791 1.112 1.209 1.019
8.881 8.617 8.697 8.672

































1.071 3.58 3.591 3.699 3.708 3.616
1.173 3.997 3.955 1.059 4.092 3.976
7.865 7.722 7.8 7.748 7.744 7.75!
8.263 8.138 8.164 8.108 8. 128 8.111
0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
0.878 0.893 0.88! 0.878 0.883 0.88
-0.00 -0.00 0.000 0.000 -0.00 -0.00
32.95 25.43 28.34 29.98 28.86 28.92
32.95 25.43 28.34 29.98 28.86 28.92
26.36 20.34 22.67 23.99 23.09 23.14
65.6 65.6 65.6 65.6 65.6 65.6













63.69 62.05 62.1! 61.69 61.93 61
63.8! 62. 18 62.51 61.78 62.01 61
-1 -1 -1
-1




















Lotus 1-2-3 Release 3.1+ Cell Formulas
Supply Allocation and Optimization Model
A Al [W6] 'M=Movement
A Dl . [W6] '0H-=On Hand quantity before (-) ordering
A Kl (G) [W6] 'Ma
A LI (G) [W6] 'Mb
A A2 [W6] 'E=Essentiality
A ,D2 : [W6] 'OH+a=On Hand quantity after (+) ordering
A K2 (G) [W6] 0.1
A :L2 : (G) [W6] 0.5
A A3 [W6] 'P=Price
A :D3 ' [W6] '0=Optimal Order Quantity
A •K3 (G) [W6] 'NSNa
A L3 • (G) [W6] 'NSNb
A A4 [W6] 'RV=Random Variable
A :K4 : (G) [W6] 20
A L4 (G) [W6] 50
A ,A5 : [W6] ' D=Deraand
A D5 [W6] ' B=Budget
A K5 (G) [W6] 'Ea
A L5 (G) [W6] 'Eb
A A6 [W6] 'NSN=A quantity of NSNs
A E6 [W6] '* = after optimizing
A K6 (G) [W6] 0.9
A L6 (G) [W6] 0.8
A A7 [W6] 'R0=Requisitioning Objective
A K7 (G) [W6] 'Pa
A L7 (G) [W6] 'Pb
A A8 [W6] ""-" = before ordering, "+" = after ordering
A K8 (G) [W6] 3
A L8 (G) [W6] 5
A B9 (G) [W6] 1
A C9 (G) [W6] +B9+1
A D9 (G) [W6] +C9+1
A E9 (G) [W6] +D9+1
A F9 (G) [W6] +E9+1
A G9 • (G) [W6] +F9+1
A H9 (G) [W6] +G9+1
A 19 (G) [W6] +H9+1
A J9 (G) [W6] +19+1
A K9 (G) [W6] +J9+1
A Al(): (G) [W6] 'RVa
A Cl(): (G) [W6] 0.3
A Dl(): (G) [W6] 0.6
A :E1(): (G) [W6] 0.4











































































































A:F15: (G) [W6] +E16-F14
A:G15: (G) [W6] +F16-G14
A:H15: (G) [W6] +G16-H14
A:I15: (G) [W6] +H16-I14
A:J15: (G) [W6] +I16-J14
A:K15: (G) [W6] +J16-K14
A:A16: (G) [W6] 'NSNa+
A:C16: (G) [W6] +C12+C17
A:D16: (G) [W6J +D15+D17
A:E16: (G) [W6] +E15+E17
A:F16: (G) [W6] +F15+F17
A:G16: (G) [W6] +G15+G17
A.-H16: (G) [W6] +H15+H17
A.-I16: (G) [W6] +115+117
A:J16: (G) [W6] +J15+J17
A:K16: (G) [W6] +K15+K17
A:A17: (G) [W6] 'OaA:C17: (G) [W6] @IF(C33>0,$K$6/($K$6+$L$6)*
K$6*$K$8*C1 5+$L$8*C31 ) /$K$8 , C44/$K$8)
A:D17: (G) [W6] <aiF(D33>0.$K$6/($K$6+$L$6)*(D44-$L$6/$K$6*$K$8
31)/$K$8,D44/$K$8)
A:E17: (G) [W6] <?IF(E33>0,$K$6/($K$6+$L$6)*(E44-$L$6/$K$6*$K$8
31)/$K$8,E44/$K$8)
A:F17: (G) [W6] @IF(F33>0,$K$6/($K$6+$L$6)*(F44-$L$6/$K$6*$K$8
31)/$K$8,F44/$K$8)
A:G17: (G) [W6] @IF(G33>0,$K$6/($K$6+$L$6)*(G44-$L$6/$K$6*$K$8
31)/$K$8.G44/$K$8)
A:H17: (G) [W6] @IF(H33>0,$K$6/($K$6+$L$6)*(H44-$L$6/$K$6*$K$8
31)/$K$8,H44/$K$8)
A: 117: (G) [W6] @IF(I33>0,$K$6/($K$6+$L$6)*(I44-$L$6/$K$6*$K$8
31)/$K$8,I44/$K$8)
A:J17: (G) [W6] @IF(J33>0,$K$6/($K$6+$L$6)*(J44-$L$6/$K$6*$K$8
31)/$K$8.J44/$K$8)




























A:L17 : (G) [W6]
A:M17 (G) [W6]
















A :E20 : (G) [W6]<aiF(E36>0,5K$6/($K$6+SL$6) 5•(E45-$L$6/$K$6-<
31)/$K$8,E45/$K$8)
A:F20 : (G) [W6] (aiF(F36>0.$K$6/($K$6+$LS6) 5 f (F45-SL$6/SK$6>:
31)/$K$8,F45/$K$8)
A:G20 : (G) [W6]@IF(G36>0,$K$6/($K$6+SL$6) 5'(G45-SL$6/$K$6 5:
31)/$K$8,G45/$K$8)
A:H20 : (G) [W6]@IF(H36>0.$K$6/($K$6+SL$6)»<(H45-$L$6/$K$6':
31)/$K$8.H45/$K$8)
A:I20 : (G) [W6]@IF(I36>0.$K$6/($K$6+SL$6) J>(I45-$L$6/SK$6^
31)/$K$8,I45/$K$8)
A:J20 : (G) [W6]@IF(J36>0,$K$6/($K$6+SL$6) 5«(J45-$L$6/$K$6*
31)/$K$8.J45/$K$8)
A:K20 : (G) [W6]@IF(K36>0.$K$6/($K$6+$L$6) J'(K45-$L$6/$K$6 ;!
31)/$K$8,K45/$K$8)
A:M20 : (G) [W6 1 (?SUM(C20..K20)
A:A21 : (G) [W6
I
'Xa:s
A:C21 : (G) [W6
|
+C15+C19
A:D21 (G) [W6 1 +D15+D19
A:E21 : (G) [W6
I
+E15+E19
A:F21 : (G) [W6 +F15+F19
A:G21 : (G) [W6 | +G15+G19
A:H21 : (G) [W6 +H15+H19
A:I21 : (G) [W6
I
+115+119
/A:J2]L: (G) [W(j] +J15+J19
A K21 (G) [W6
|
+K15+K19
A A22 (G) [W6 ' Xa**
A C22 : (G) [W6 +C15+C20
A D22 (G) [W6 +D15+D20
A E22 (G) [W6' +E15+E20
A F22 (G) [W6 +F15+F20
A G22 (G) [W6 +G15+G20
A H22 (G) [W6' +H15+H20
A .122 : (G) [W6 +115+120
A J22 (G) [W6 +J15+J20
A K22 : (G) [W6 +K15+K20
A C23 (G) [W6 +C19/C17
A D23 (G) [W6" ! +D19/D17
A E23 (G) [W6 +E19/E17
A F23 (G) [W6" +F19/F17
A G23 (G) [W6 +G19/G17
A ,H23 (G) [W6 +H19/H17
A 123 (G) [W6 +119/117
A J23 (G) [W6 +J19/J17
A K23 (G) [W6 +K19/K17
A L23 (G) [W6' (?AVG(C23..K23)
A C24 (G) [W6 +C20/C17
A ,D24 (G) [W6 +D20/D17
A E24 1 (G) [W6" +E20/E17
A :F24 : (G) [W6 +F20/F17









A:H24: ( G) [W6j +H20/H17
A:I24: ( G) [W6~ +120/117
A:J24: ( G) [W6 +J20/J17
A:K24: ( G) [W6 +K20/K17
A:L24: ( G) [W6" @AVG(C24..K24)
A:A26: ( G) [W6" 'RVb
A:C26: ( G) [W6" 0.2
A:D26: ( G) [W6" 0.1
A:E26: ( G) [W6^ 0.5
A:F26: ( G) [W6" 0.3
A:G26: ( G) [W6" 0.1
A:H26: ( G) [W6" 0.3
A:I26: ( G) [W6 0.3
A:J26: ( G) [W6" 0.2
A:K26: 1:g) [W6" 0.3
A:A27: (:g) [W6" 'Db
A:C27: (:g) [W6" +C26+B28*$L$2
A:D27: I>G) [W6" +D26+C28*$L$2
A:E27: I:g) [W6" +E26+D28*$L$2
A:F27: i,G) [W6 +F26+E28*$L$2
A:G27: I;g) [W6' +G26+F28*$L$2
A:H27: I:g) [W6' +H26+G28*$L$2
A:I27: 1:g) [W6 +I26+H28*$L$2
A:J27: :g) [W6 +J26+I28*$L$2
A:K27: I:g) [W6 +K26+J28*$L$2
A:L27: ;g) [W6' (?SUM(C27..K27)
A:M27: :g) [W6 +L27*$L$8
A:A28: :g) [W6 | 'NSNb
A:B28: i:g) [W6 (B44-B12*$K$8)/$L$8
A:C28: :g) [W6 | +B28-C27
A:D28: :g) [W6 +C29-D27
A:E28: [G) [W6 | +D29-E27
A:F28: :g) [W6 +E29-F27
A:G28: 'G) [W6 | +F29-G27
A:H28: :g) [W6 I +G29-H27
A:I28: ^G) [W6 | +H29-I27
A:J28: :g) [W6 | +I29-J27
A:K28: ^G) [W6 | +J29-K27
A:M28: IG) [W6 | +M1+M27
A:A29: [G) [W6 | 'ROb
A:C29: [G) [W6 | +C28+C27
A:D29: (G) [W6 | +D28+D27
A:E29: (G) [W6 | +E28+E27
A:F29: (G) [W6 | +F28+F27
A:G29: (G) [W6 | +G28+G27
A:H29: (G) [W6 | +H28+H27
A:I29: (G) [W6 | +128+127
A:J29: (G) [W6 ] +J28+J27
A:K29: (G) [W6 | +K28+K27
A:M29: (G) [W6 ] +M17+M33





































































































































































































































:M36 : (G) W6]
:A37 (G) W6]







:H37 (G) | W6]
:I37 (G) W6J
:J37 (G) | W6]
:K37 (G) | W6]
:A38 (G) | W6]







:F38 (G) | W6]
:G38 (G) | W6]




























































































































@IF (D36/D33>0 , D36/D33 . 0)
(aiF(E36/E33>0.E36/E33.0)
@IF (F36/F33>0 , F36/F33 . 0)
@IF (G36/G33>0 . G36/G33 , 0)
@IF (H36/H33>0 , H36/H33 , 0)
@IF(I36/I33>0. 136/133,0)
(aiF(J36/J33>0.J36/J33,0)









(HI 9-H20) *$K$8+ (H35-H36)














































































:I49: ( G) [W6]
:J49: (:g) [W6]
:K49: ( G) [W6]
:M49: ( G) [W6]
:A50: ( G) [W6]
:C50: ( G) [W6]
:D50: ( G) [W6]
:E50: (!G) [W6]















































































: (g; 1 [W6J
: (g: 1 [W6]
: (g; [W6]
: (G] 1 [W6]
: (g; [W6]



















































Derivation of Optimal Order Quantity
The following is the process for deriving the optimal
order quantities. Given the utility measure
U=U{NSN
a
,NSNb ) =(NSNaEa ) (NSN^)
0, (optimal order quantity) is substituted into D, (quantity
issued) 1 in the utility function so that the utility will
reflect on hand-quantity with the optimal order quantity,
rather than with the replacement order quantity. The process






The first order condition (the marginal utility interpretation
of equilibrium) is:
The utility function is based on on-hand quantities. If the
order quantity is the same as the quantity issued, then the utility
does not change. To reflect a change in on-hand quantity resulting
from optimization (and thus an optimal order quantity) the optimal






















Substitute the expression into the budget equation B
(D b P b ) + (D s P,):
B=DbPb+^ (NSNbPb+DbPb ) ~PaNSNa -*




Eb ( B Ea
E+EA EhD * — bl b\ b
B--?NSNbPb+PaNSNa
Pb
b is the optimal order quantity for NSN b which will maximize
readiness (utility) given a budget constraint.
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APPENDIX D
Lotus 1-2-3 Release 3.1+ Myopic vs. Non-myopic Optimization
A A 6 C D £ F G H i
Myopic vs Non-Myopic
= Order Quantity NSN = Stock Quantity^) = Infinite (H) = Myopic if) = Finite
Ea Eb Ha 1-Mb KSHa(tO) NSHb(tO) B(tO) 3(tl) Pa
0.500 0.900 0.600 0.800 7.143 15.429 24.000 24.000 3.000
Ea-1 EM Ea+Eb G13 G23 G33 H13 H23 H33
-0.500 -0.100 1.400 0.119 -0.643 0.595 0.129 -0.357 0.386
(HaHNSNaltO)) (Hb)(NSNb(t0) B/Pa Pb/Pa 12- 13- !> NSNa(I)/(H) NSNa(I)
4.286 12.343 8.000 1.667 12. 236 9.653 10.425 0.679 7.143
0b(tl)(F) 0a(tl)(F) NSNb(tl) (F) NSNa(tl)(F) 0b(t2)(F) 0a(t2)(F) NSHb(t2)(F) NSNa(t2)(F) Oa(I)
1 1.180 6.033 13.523 10.319 1.610 5.316 12.428 11.506 2.657
2 1)1 01 112 01+112 a/ (Ml) b/(PyY2) Check3 Bgt=0 3§t=l
3 31.364 33.480 32.770 66.249 0.014 0.014 0.000 24.000 24.000
4
5 (i,n)= 0.600 0.800 (Il,n)s 7.143 15.429 8.930 19.290
6 ffyop vs Infinite Bt 24.000 24.000 24.000 24.000 24.000 24.000
17 s=> 0.800 0.000 1.000 2.000 3.000 4.000 5.000 6.000
18 Consuiption 3.572 5.343 5.227 4.951 4.750 4.604
19 NSNa-(Stock pre-order) 5.358 3.015 7.841 7.427 7.125 6.906
20 0a Inf (t)StySt 2.857 2.857 2.857 2.857 2.857 2.857
21 0a Myopic 8.000 5.053 4.537 4.449 4.384 4.337
22 NSNa Inf (t)StySt 7.143 7.143 7.143 7.143 7.143 7.143
23 NSNa Myopic 8.930 13.358 13.068 12.378 11.876 11.509 11.243
24
25 Consuiption 3.858 3.086 2.823 2.674 2.565 2.486
26 NSNb-(Stock pre-order) 15.432 12.346 11.291 10.695 10.260 9.944
27 0b Inf(t)StySt 3.086 3.086 3.086 3.086 3.086 3.086
28 Ob Myopic 0.000 1.768 2.078 2.131 2.170 2.198
29 NSNb Inf (t)StySt i5.429 15.429 15.429 15.429 15.429 15.429
30 NSNb Myopic 19.290 15.432 14.114 13.368 12.826 12.430 12.142
31
32 Ut2 Inf(t) 31.364 31.364 31.364 31.364 31.364 31.364
33 Ut Hyopic 42.877 42.899 39.154 36.291 34.245 32.776 31.717
34 CuaU(t) Inf 31.364 62.728 94.091 125.455 156.819 188.183
35 CuiU(t) Myo 42.899 82.054 118.345 152.590 185.366 217.083
36 Hyo - Inf 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
37 Bt Check 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000






2.857 4.128 IJ1 U1+U2
4.286 6.191 Infinite 31.364 62.728
6.033 5.316 Myopic 42.899 82.054
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NSNa (Fin) 7.143 10.319 11.508 finite(2) 33.480 66.249
Consumption 3.086 2.705
46 NSNHStock pre-order) 12.343 10.818
47 Ob (fin) 1.180 1.610
48 NSNb (Fin) 15.429 13.523 12.428
49 Ut 31.364 33.480 32.770 66.249
50 Bt Check 0.000 0.000
1
2
3 Pb (L-Ha) (1+G23) (G13)(B(»t=l) (G33)(l-Db)
4 5.000 0.214 2.857 0.476
5 NSHb(I)/(H) n(l+H23) B13BI I33i
6 1.357 0.514 3.086 0.231
7 NSNb(I) NSNa/NSNbd) (Eb) (1-Nb) (Pa) (Ea)(l-lb)(Pb)
8 15.429 0.463 2.160 1.500
9
10 0b(I) NSNa(H) Oa(tl) 0a/0b(I) NSNa/b(H)
11 3.086 10.526 4.211 0.926 0.926 0.926 0.926
12 Check2 NSHb(H) Ob(H) Oa/Ob(H)
13 0.003 11.368 2.274 1.852 1.852
14
15 8.000
16 24.000 24.000 24.000 24.000 24.000 24.000 24.000 24.000 24.000 24.000
17 7.000 8.000 9.000 10.000 11.000 12.000 13.000 14.000 15.000 16.000
18 4.497 4.419 4.363 4.321 4.291 4.269 4.253 4.242 4.233 4.227
19 6.746 6.629 6.544 6.482 6.437 6.404 6.380 6.363 6.350 6.341
20 2.857 2.857 2.857 2.857 2.857 2.857 2.857 2.857 2.857 2.857
21 4.303 4.278 4.259 4.246 4.236 4.229 4.224 4.221 4.218 4.216
22 7.143 7.143 7.143 7.143 7.143 7.143 7.143 7.143 7.140 7.140
23 11.048 10.906 10.803 10.728 10.673 10.633 10.604 10.583 10.568 10.556
24
25 2.428 2.386 2.356 2.334 2.317 2.305 2.297 2.291 2.286 2.283
26 9.714 9.546 9.423 9.334 9.269 9.222 9.187 9.162 9.144 9.131
27 3.086 3.086 3.086 3.086 3.086 3.086 3.086 3.086 3.086 3.086
28 2.218 2.233 2.244 2.252 2.258 2.262 2.265 2.268 2.269 2.270
29 15.429 15.429 15.429 15.429 15.429 15.429 15.429 15.429 15.430 15.430
30 11.932 11.779 11.668 11.586 11.527 11.484 11.453 11.430 11.413 11.401
31
32 31.364 31.364 31.364 31.364 31.364 31.364 31.364 31.364 31.360 31.360
33 30.952 30.398 29.996 29.704 29.492 29.338 29.225 29.144 29.084 29.041
34 219.547 250.911 282.274 313.638 345.002 376.366 407.730 439.094 470.454 501.814
35 248.034 278.432 308.428 338.132 367.624 396.961 426.187 455.330 484.414 513.455
36 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000




















Cell Formulas - Myopic vs. Non-myopic
:A1 : (F3) [W16]
:A2 : [W16] '0 =
:D2 : [W13] "(I)
:A3 : (F3) [W16]
:B3 : (F3) W17]
:C3 (F3) W13]
:D3 : (F3) W13]
:E3 (F3) Wll]




































; Order Quantity NSN = Stock Quantity










































A B6 (F3) [W17] +SB$4-1
A :C6 : (F3) [W13] +SA$4+SB$4
A D6 (F3) [W13] +$A$4/($C$6*$I$4)
A •E6 : (F3) [Wll] -SB$4/$C$6
A F6 (F3) [Wll] +D6*$J$4
A 'G6 (F3) [W13] +SB$4/($C$6*$J$4)
A H6 (F3) [W13] -$AS4/SC$6
A 16 (F3) [W9] +G6*$I$4
A J6 (F3) [W13] +J8/K13
A K6 (F3) [W14] +$D$4*(1+H6)
A L6 (F3) [W15] +G6*H4
A M6 (F3) [W15] +I6*$C$4
A A7 (F3) [W16] "(l-Ma)(NSNa(tO))
A B7 (F3) [W17] "(l-Mb)(NSNb(tO)
A C7 (F3) [W13] "B/Pa
A D7 (F3) [W13] "Pb/Pa
A E7 (F3) [Wll] "X2-
A F7 (F3) [Wll] "X3-
A G7 (F3) [W13] "Y3-
A H7 (F3) [W13] "NSNa(I)/(M)
A 17 (F3) [W9] *'NSNa(I)
A J7 (F3) [W13] "NSNb(I)
A K7 (F3) [W14] "NSNa/NSNb(I)
A L7 (F3) [W15] "(Eb)(l-Mb)(Pa)
A M7 (F3) [W15] "(Ea)(l-Ma)(Pb)
A A8 (F3) [W16] +$C$4*E4
A B8 (F3) [W17] +$D$4*F4
A C8 (F3) [W13] +G4/$I$4
A D8 (F3) [W13] +$J$4/$I$4
A E8 (F3) [Wll] +$C$4*$E$4+$G$4/$I$4
A F8 (F3) [Wl 1 ] +K4*$C$4*$E$4+L4+M4*$D$4*$F$4
A G8 (F3) [W13] +K6*$D$4*$F$4+L6+I6*$C$4*$C$4'<!•$E$4
A H8 (F3) [W13] +I8/K11
A 18 (F3) [W9] +I11/(1-$C$4)
A J8 (F3) [W13] +J11/(1-SD$4)
A K8 (F3) [W14] +I8/J8
A L8 (F3) [W15] +$B$4*$D$4*$I$4
A M8 (F3) [W15] +$A$4*$C$4*$J$4
A Al(): (F3) [W16] "Ob(tl)(F)
A Bl(): (F3) [W17] "Oa(tl)(F)
A Cl(): (F3) [W13] "NSNb(tl)(F)
A Dl(): (F3) [W13] "NSNa(tl)(F)
A El(): (F3) [Wll] "Ob(t2)(F)
A Fl(): (F3) [Wll] "0a(t2)(F)
A Gl(): (F3) [W13] nNSNb(t2)(F)
A •Hl(): (F3) [W13] "NSNa(t2)(F)
A IK): (F3) [W9] "Oa(I)
A :J1(): (F3) [W13] "Ob(I)
A Kl(): (F3) [W14] "NSNa(M)
A :L1(): (F3) [W15] "Oa(M)
A Ml(): (F3) [W15] "Oa/Ob(I)
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A :010 : (F3 ) [W12]
A :A11 : (F3 ) [W16]
A :B11 : (F3 ) [W17]
A :C11 : (F3 ) [W13]
A :D11 : (F3 ) [W13]
A :E11 : (F3 ) [Wll]
A :F11 : (F3 ) [Wll]
A :G11 : (F3 ) [W13]
A :H11 : (F3 ) [W13]
A : 11
1
: (F3 ) [W9]
A :J11 : (F3 ) [W13]
A :K11 : (F3 ) [W14]
A Lll : (F3 ) [W15]
A :M11 : (F3 ) [W15]
A Nil : (F3;) [W8]
A Oil : (F3.) [W12]
A Pll : (F3; ) [W9]
A A12 : (F3 ) [W16]
A B12 : (F3; ) [W17]
A C12 : (F3;) [W13]
A D12 : (F3; I [W13]
A E12 : (F3; I [Wll]
A F12 : (F3; I [Wll]
A G12 : (F3; I [W13]
A. H12 : (F3] I [W13]
A. 112 : (F3; I [W9]
A: J12 : (F3; [W13]
A. K12 : (F3; 1 [W14]
A: L12 : (F3; 1 [W15]
A. M12 : (F3; 1 [W15]
A: A13 : (F3; l [W16]
A: B13 : (F3: 1 [W17]
A: C13 : (F3: [W13]
A: D13 : (F3; [W13]
A: E13 : (F3; [Wll]
A: F13 : (F3; [Wll]
A: G13 : (F3; [W13]
A: H13 : (F3] [W13]
A: 113 : (F3^ [W9]
A: J13 : (F3) [W13] +
~B6*(].8*H11i-M8*Gl
A:K13 : (F3; [W14]
A:L13 : (F3) [W15]
A:M13 : (F3; [W15]
A:N13 (F3) [W8]
A:A15 : (F3; [W16]
A:B15 : (F3) [W17]
A:C15 : (F3] [W13]
A:D15 ' (F3] [W13]
A:E15 : (F3] [Wll]






@IF (Fl 1 >0 . L6+H6*C1 1 *$D$4+I6*D1 1 *$C$4
,
$H$4/$J$4)




































~A6*C1 1 ~B6*($A$4*C1 1*$J$4-$B$4*D1 1*$I$4)-H1 1 ~A6*G1 1-
1)
($B$4*$G$4)/(($C$6-$A$4*$C$4-$B$4*$D$4)*$J$4)
+$B$4*$G$4* ( 1-$D$4) / ($J$4* ($C$6-$A$4*$C$4-$B$4*$D$4)
)
+L11/L13















































































































































































































[W16] ' Oa Myopic
(F3) [W13]@MAX(0,@MIN($A$4/$C$6*(D16-$B$4/$A$4*$I$4*D19+$J$4*D26)-
/$I$4,D16/$I$4))
A:E21: (F3) [Wll] @MAX(0,$A$4/$C$6*(E16-$B$4/$A$4*$I$4*E19+$J$4*E26)/$I$4)
A:F21: (F3) [Wll] @MAX(0,$A$4/$C$6*(F16-$B$4/$A$4*$I$4*F19+$J$4*F26)/$I$4)
A:G21: (F3) [W13] @MAX(0,$A$4/$C$6*(G16-$B$4/$A$4*$I$4*G19+$J$4*G26)/$I$4)
A:H21: (F3) [W13] @MAX(0,$A$4/$C$6*(H16-$B$4/$A$4*$I$4*H19+$J$4*H26)/$I$4)
A:I21: (F3) [W9] @MAX(0,$A$4/$C$6*(I16-$B$4/$A$4*$I$4*I19+$J$4*I26)/$I$4)
A:J21: (F3) [W13] @MAX(0 t $A$4/$C$6*(J16-$B$4/$A$4*$I$4*J19+$J$4*J26)/$I$4)
A:K21: (F3) [W14] @MAX(0,$A$4/$C$6*(K16-$B$4/$A$4*$I$4*K19+$J$4*K26)/$I$4)















































































































































































































































































































[W16] ' Ob Myopic
[W13](3MAX(0,(aiF(D21>0,$B$4/$C$6-(D16-$A$4/$B$4*$J$4^D26+$I$4-
D16/$J$4))
[Wll] @MAX (0 , @IF (E2 1 >0 , $B$4/$C$6* (El 6-$A$4/$B$4*$J$4*E26+$ I$4-
E16/$J$4))
[Wl 1 ] @MAX (0 , @IF (F21 >0 , $B$4/$C$6* (Fl 6-$A$4/$B$4*$J$4*F26+$I$4-
F16/$J$4))
[Wl 3] @MAX (0 , @IF (G2 1 >0 , $B$4/$C$6* (Gl 6-$A$4/$B$4*$J$4*G26+$ I$4-
G16/$J$4))
71
A:H28: (F3) [W13J CdMAX(0,(aiF(H21>0,$B$4/$C$6
»'H19)/$J$4,H16/$J$4))
A: 128: (F3) [W9] @MAX(0.(aiF(I21>0.$B$4/SC$6*
I19)/$J$4.I16/$J$4))
A:J28: (F3) [W13] (?MAX(0.(aiF(J21>0,$B$4/$C$6
*J19)/$J$4,J16/$J$4))
A:K28: (F3) [W14J (aNAX(0.@IF(K21>0.$B$4/$C$6
*K19)/$J$4,K16/$J$4))
A:L28: (F3) [W15] (aMAX(0,(aiF(L21>0.$B$4/$C$6
*L19)/$J$4,L16/$J$4))
A:M28: (F3) [W15] @MAX(0.@IF(M21>0,$B$4/$C$6
*M19)/$J$4,M16/$J$4))
A:N28: (F3) [W8] @MAX(0,(aiF(N21>0,$B$4/$C$6*
N19)/$J$4,N16/$J$4))
A:028: (F3) [W12] (aHAX(0,@IF(021>0.$B$4/$C$6
*019)/$J$4,016/$J$4))









































































f P 1 6-SA$4/$B$4*$J$4*P26+$ I $4*-
-$A$4/$B$4*$J$4*Q26+$ I $4*Q 1 9 ) /-
-$A$4/$B$4*$J$4*R26+$I$4*R19)/-
-$A$4/$B$4*$J$4*S26+$I $4*S 1 9) /-























































































































































































































































































:L37: ( F3) [W15]
:M37: ( F3) [W15]
:N37: ( F3) [W8]
:037: ( F3) [W12]
:P37: ( F3) [W9]
:C38: ( F3) [W13]
:D38: ( F3) [W13]
:E38: ( F3) [Wll]
:A39: ( F3) [W16]
:D39: ( F3) [W13]
:E39: ( F3) [Wll]
:A40: ( F3) [W16]
:D40: ( F3) [W13]
:E40: ( F3) [Wll]
:H40: ( F3) [W13]
:I40: ( F3) [W9]
:J40: ( F3) [W13]
:K40: ( F3) [W14]
:A41: ( F3) [W16]
:D41: ( F3) [W13]
:E41: ( F3) [Wll]
:G41: ( F3) [W13]
:H41: ( F3) [W13]
:I41: (;F3) [W9]
:J41: ( F3) [W13]
:K41: (:F3) [W14]
:A42: ( F3) [W16]
:D42: (;F3) [W13]

























+S I $4*N2 1 +N28*$J$4-N1
6
+$I$4*021+028*$J$4-016
















































A:C48 (F3) [W13] +SFS4
A:D48 (F3) [W13J +D46+D47
A:E48 (F3) [W11J +E46+E47
A : B50 (F3) [W17J 'Ut
A:C50 (F3) [W13] +C43~$A$4*C48'^$B$4
A:D50 (F3) [W13] +D43~$AS4*D48'\$BS4
A:E50 (F3) [Wll] +E43~$A$4*E48'~SB$4
A:F50 (F3) [Wll] +D50+E50
A:B51 (F3) [W17] 'Bt Check
A:D51 (F3) [W13] +SI$4*D42+D47--$J$4-D16
A:E51 (F3) [Wll] +$I$4*E42+E47<'$J$4-E16
76
:L37 (F3) [W15]






:E38 (F3) [Wl 1 ]
:A39 (F3) [W16]
:D39 (F3) [W13]
:E39 (F3) [Wl 1]
:A40 (F3) [W16]
:D40 (F3) [W13]


































:A47 : (F3) [W16]
:D47 (F3) [W13]






















































A:C48 (F3) [W13 +SFS4
A:D48 (F3) [W13 +D46+D47
A:E48 (F3) [Wll +E46+E47
A:B50 (F3) [W17 'Ut
A:C50 (F3) [W13' +C43 A $A$4*C48'^$B$4
A:D50 (F3) [W13 +D43~$A$4*D48'^$B$4
A:E50 (F3) [Wll +E43~$A$4*E48'V $B$4
A:F50 (F3) [Wll +D50+E50
A:B51 (F3) [W17 "Bt Check
A:D51 (F3) [W13 +$I$4*D42+D47-'SJS4-D16




Proportional Allocation vs. Optimization
1 ii.nl: 0.6 0.8, (U.I 8.93 19.29 5.5 0.9
1 y o p v s [of 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30
;:> ; 1 I 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Bind ISli 1 X 3.57 5.87 5.70 5 58 5 50 5.43 5 39 5.35 5.33 5 31 5 .30 5.29 5 28
-tin 801 [ T S S 3.57 3.29 3.11 3 01 2 95 2.91 2 89 2.88 2.37 2 86 2 .86 2.86 2 86
leund 801 lyo 3.57 5.12 4.82 4 62 4 49 4.40 4 34 4.30 4.27 4 25 4 .24 4.23 4 23
NSli- (are-order 1 5.36 8.80 8.56 8 38 8 25 8.15 8 08 8.03 7.99 7 97 7 .95 7.93 7 92
US**- 801 I T S
S
5.36 4.93 4.67 4 52 4 42 4.37 4 33 4.31 4.30 4 29 4 .29 4.29 4 29
iO NSli- 801 lyo 5.36 7.68 7.23 6 93 6 74 6.60 6 52 6.45 6.41 6 38 6 .36 6.35 6 34
II 0» ITSS 3.57 3.57 3.57 3 57 3 57 3.57 3 57 3.57 3.57 3 57 3 .57 3.57 3 57
i 2 Ol 8 0S t TS
S
2.86 2.86 2.86 2 86 2 86 2.86 2 86 2.86 2.86 2 86 2 .86 2.86 2 86
13 Oi lyopic 9.31 5.46 5.40 5 37 5 .34 5.32 5 30 5.29 5.28 5 28 5 .27 5.27 5 27
14 Oi 801 Myopic 7.4.5 4.37 4.32 4 30 4 27 4.26 4 24 4.23 4.22 4 22 4 .22 4.22 4 22
15 NSli 1TSS 8.93 8.93 8.93 8 93 8 .93 8.93 t 93 8.93 8.93 3 .93 3 .93 8.93 8 93
16 NSli 80J ITSS 8.22 7.79 7.53 7 37 7 28 7.22 7 19 7.17 7.16 7 15 7 .15 7.14 7 14
17 MSB* lyo 8.93 14.67 14.26 13.96 13 74 13 58 13.47 13 38 13.32 13.28 13 25 13 .22 13.20 13 19
13 HSIU 801 lyo 12.81 12.05 11.55 11 23 11 01 10.86 10 76 10.69 10.64 10 61 10 .58 10.56 10 55
20 Detind N S N b I0OJ 3.86 3.17 3.08 3 02 2 97 2.93 2 91 2.89 2.88 2 87 2 .86 2.86 2 8 5
21 -in. j 80S ITSS 3.36 3.70 3.58 3 48 3 40 3.34 3 29 3.25 3.22 3 19 3 . 17 3.15 3 14
22 Deund J lyo 3.8 6 3.15 2.96 2 81 2 69 2.60 2 53 2.48 2.43 2 40 2 .37 2.35 2 34
23 NSIb- ipre-order / 15.43 12.67 12.32 12 06 11 87 1 1.74 11 64 11.56 11.51 11 47 11 .44 11.42 11 41
24 KSlb- 801 ITSS 15.43 14.81 14.32 13 93 13 61 13.36 13 16 13.00 12.87 12 77 12 .68 12.62 12 5b
25 N 5 H b — 80J Hyo 15.41 12.61 11.83 1! 23 10 77 10.40 10 12 9.90 9.73 9 59 9 .49 9.41 9 ]*
26 0b ITSS 3.86 3.86 3.86 3 86 3 86 3.86 3 86 3.86 3.86 3 86 3 .86 3.86 3 n
27 Ob 801 ITSS 3.09 3.09 3.09 3 9 3 09 3.09 3 09 3.09 3.09 3 9 3 .09 3.09 3 09
28 Ob lyopic 0.41 2.73 2.76 2 78 2 80 2.81 2 32 2.32 2.83 2 83 2 .84 2.84 2 34
29 Ob 801 lyopic 0.33 2.18 2.21 2 22 2 24 2.25 2 26 2.26 2.26 2 26 2 .27 2.27 2 27
30 NSIb ITSS 19.29 19.29 19.29 19 29 19 29 19.29 19 29 19.29 19.29 19 29 19 .29 19.29 19 29
31 NSIb SOS ITSS 18.52 17.90 17.41 17 02 16 70 16.45 16 25 16.09 15.96 15 85 15 .77 15.70 15 65
32 NSIb lyo 1 9.29 15.84 15.40 15.08 14 84 14 67 14.55 14 45 14.39 14.34 14 30 14 .28 14.26 14 25
33 NSIb 801 lyo 15.76 14.79 14.04 13 46 13 01 12.65 12 38 12.16 11.99 11 86 II .76 11.68 11 61
35 (J2 Inf Tiie 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43
36 U Inf 801 40 37 36 35 34 33 33 3 3 32 32 32 32 !2
37 U lyopic 43 46 44 43 42 41 41 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
38 ,' lyo SOS 43 39 37 35 33 32 32 31 31 30 30 30 10



















l I I 1 1 1 1
43 Bav 44-66 ire Opt iiizi t i on 6 e s a 1 1 < bised o I 80! ads e t
44 li.nl: 0.6 0.8 (11,
1
7.14 15.43 8 93 19 29 8
45 lyo vs Inf B 24 24 24 2 4 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24
46 S : > 0.8 1 2 3 5 J 8 9 10 12 13
47 Deund ISli 3.57 5.34 5.23 4 95 4 75 4.6 4 .5 4.42 4.36 4 32 4 4.27 4 25
48 S S 1 1 - i p r e - o r d e r 1 5.36 8.01 7.84 7 43 7 12 6.91 6 75 6.63 6.54 6 48 6 6.4 6 38
49 Oi ITSS 2.86 2.86 2.86 2 86 2 86 2.86 2 86 2.86 2.86 2 36 2 2.86 2 n
50 Oi lyo 8 5.05 4.54 4 45 4 38 4.34 I .3 4.28 4.26 4 25 4 4.23 4 22
51 NSli ITSS 7.14 7.14 7.14 7 14 7 14 7.14 7 14 7.14 7.14 7 14 7 7.14 7 14
52 ISM lyo 8.93 13.36 13.07 12.38 11 87 11 51 11.24 11. 05 10.91 10.8 10. 73 10 10.63 10 .6
54 Deund ISNb 3.86 3.09 2.82 2 67 2 56 2.49 2 43 2.39 2.36 2 33 2 2.31 .3
55 NSIb- (pre-order 1 15.43 12.34 11.29 10 69 10 26 9.94 9 71 9.55 9.42 9 33 9 9.22 9 19
56 Ob ITSS 3.09 3.09 3.09 3 09 3 09 3.09 3 09 3.09 3.09 3 09 3 3.09 3 09
57 Ob lyo 1.77 2.08 2 13 2 17 22 2.23 2.24 2 25 2 2.26 2 27




NSIb lyo I 9.29 15.43 14.11 13.37 12. 82 12 43 12.14 II. 93 11.78 11.67 II. 59 11 11.48 II. 45
'J 2 Inf Tiie 31 31 31 31 11 11 31 31 31 31 31 31
62 U lyopic 43 43 39 16 34 33 32 31 10 30 30 29 29
63 Cm U Inf 31 63 94 25 57 188 < 20 251 282 14 345 376 408
64 Cm U lyo 43 82 118 53 85 217 2 48 278 308 ] 38 368 397 426
65 lyo - Inf
66 Bt Check
67 Propor t iom te Al 1 oci t on Po icy/Opt i lizi t i DO
68 Order Oi ITSS 1 ! 1 1 1 I
69 Order Ob ITSS 1 I 1 1 1
JO Stock NSNi ITSS 0.9 0.9 0.9 I 1 1
71 Stock NSIb ITSS 0.8 0.9 0.9 C .9 C . 9 0.9 .9 1
72 ITSS 0.8 0.8 0.9 ( .9 .9 0.9 1 1
n Order NSli lyo 1.1 1.2 1.1 1 1
75 Order ISNb lyo 0.3 0.9 1 1
76 Stock ISli lyo 1 1.1 1.1 1 1
77 Stock NSIb lyo 1 1 1 1
78 yt lyo ! 1 I 1
77
APPENDIX F
Proportional Allocation vs Optimization
I
2 li, nl= 0.6 0.8 (II.
I
8.93 19.29 0.5 0.9
1 y o p v s I n f 1 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 10 30 30 30 10
4 s=> i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 13
5 eund ISNi 1 S 3.57 5.87 5.70 5 58 5 50 5 43 5.39 5 35 5.33 5.3! 5 30 .29 5 28
6 Deund 80! ITSS 3.57 3.29 3.11 3 01 2 .95 2 91 2.39 2 .88 2.37 2.86 2 86 !.86 2 it
leund 80! lyo 3.57 5.12 4.32 4 62 4 49 4 40 4.34 4 .30 4.27 4.25 4 24 .23 4 23
8 USUI- ipre-order i 5.36 8.80 8.56 8 38 8 25 8 15 8.08 8 03 7.99 7.97 7 95 .93 7 92
9 USD*- 801 I T S
S
5.36 4.93 4.67 4 52 4 42 4 37 4.33 4 31 4.30 4.29 4 29 .29 4 29
10 ISRi- 801 lyo 5.36 7.68 7.23 6 93 6 74 6 60 6.52 6 45 6.41 6.38 6 36 .35 b 34
il Oj [TSS 3.57 3.57 3.57 3 57 3 57 3 57 3.57 3 .57 3.57 3.57 3 57 1.57 3 .57
12 Oi 801 ITSS 2.86 2.86 2.86 2 86 2 86 2 96 2.36 2 86 2.36 2.86 2 96 1.86 2 Jb
13 Oi Myopic 9.31 5.46 5.40 5 37 5 .34 5 32 5.30 5 .29 5.28 5.28 5 27 5.27 5 27
I* Ot 80! Myopic 7.45 4.37 4.32 4 30 4 27 4 26 4.24 4 23 4.22 4.22 4 22 .22 4 22
15 NSlt ITSS 3.93 8.93 5.93 8 93 i .93 8 93 8.93 3 .93 8.93 8.93 8 93 3.93 8 .93
i6 KSli 80! ITSS 8.22 7.79 7.53 7 3 7 7 28 7 22 7.19 7 17 7.16 7.15 7 15 '. 14 7 14
17 NSli lyo 8.93 14.67 14.26 13.96 13 74 13 58 13 47 13.38 13 32 13.28 13.25 13 22 1 1.20 13 19
13 flSKi 80! lyo 12.81 12.05 11.55 11 23 1! 01 10 86 10.76 10 69 10.64 10.61 10 58 !( .56 10 5 5
20 Deund ISIb ICO! 3.86 3.17 3.08 3 02 2 .97 2 93 2.91 2 .89 2.88 2.87 2 86 1.36 2 .85
2! Deitod 80! [TSS 3.8 6 3.70 3.58 3 48 3 40 3 34 3.29 3 .25 3.22 3.19 3 17 i. 15 3 ;
«
22 Deund 30! lyo 3.86 3. 15 2.96 2 81 2 69 I 60 2.53 2 .48 2.43 2.40 2 37 1.35 2 34
23 ISIb- tpre-orden 15.43 12.67 12.32 12 06 11 87 11 74 11.64 11 56 11.51 11.47 11 44 1 .42 11 41
21 H S N b
-
80! [TSS 15.43 14.81 14.32 13 93 13 61 13 36 13.16 13 .00 12.87 12.77 12 68 1 1.62 12 56
25 N S H b - 80! Hyo 15.43 12.61 11.83 1! 23 10 77 10 40 10.12 9 90 9.73 9.59 9 49 5 .41 =1 34
26 Ob ITSS 3.86 3.86 3.86 3 86 3 86 3 86 3.36 3 .86 3.86 3.36 $ 86 .86 3 86
27 Ob 80! ITSS 3.09 3.09 3.09 3 09 3 09 3 09 3.09 3 .09 3.09 3.09 3 09 1.09 3 09
28 0b lyopi c 0.41 2.73 2.76 2 78 2 80 2 81 2.32 2 32 2.83 2.83 2 84 2.84 2 .',4
29 0b 80! Myopic 0.33 2.18 2.21 2 22 2 24 2 25 2.26 2 26 2.26 2.26 2 27 .27 2 27
30 NS lb ITSS 19.29 19.29 19.29 19 29 19 29 19 29 19.29 19 29 19.29 19.29 19 29 !< .29 19 29
31 NSIb 80! ITSS 18.52 17.90 17.41 17 02 16 70 16 45 16.25 16 09 15.96 15.85 15 77 l 1 .70 15 65
32 IS lb lyo 19.29 15.84 15.40 15.08 14 84 14 67 14 55 14.45 14 39 14.34 14.30 14 28 N .26 14 25
33 NSIb 80! lyo 15.76 14.79 14.04 13 46 13 01 12 65 12.38 12 16 11.99 il .86 II 76 11 .68 II 61
35 'J2 Inf Tiie 43 43 43 43 43 43 4} 43 43 43 43 43 43
36 U Inf 80! 40 37 36 35 34 33 33 j 3 32 32 32 32 12
37 U lyopi c 4 3 46 44 43 42 4i (I ii) 40 10 40 40 40 4
38 U lyo 80! 43 39 37 3 5 33 32 32 31 31 30 30 30 10
39 Cut U Inf Tiie 100! 43 86 129 71 14 57 300 43 396 429 472 514 i 57















1 I 1 I 1 I 1
4 3 Sow 44-66 ire Opt i lizi t ioo i esol t
<
bised o i 80! ) a d g e t
44 (|,D): 0.6 0.8 (II. 7.14 15.43 8 93 19 .29 i
45 lyo vs Inf B 24 24 24 1
1
24 .4 2 4 24 24 24 24 24 24
46 s=> 0.8 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 il 12 i 3
47 Deund ISli 3.57 5.34 5.23 4 95 4 75 4 .6 4.5 4 42 4.36 4.32 4 29 t .27 4 2 5
48 NSli- ipre-order 1 5.36 8.01 7.84 7 43 7 12 6 91 6.75 6 63 6.54 6.48 6 44 6.4 6 38
49 Oi [TSS 2.86 2.86 2.86 2 86 2 86 2 86 2.86 2 86 2.36 2.36 2 86 ,.86 2 86
50 Oi lyo 8 5.05 4.54 4 45 1 38 4 34 4.3 4 29 4.26 4.25 4 24 I .23 4 22
51 NS Na ITSS 7.1* 7. 14 7.14 7 14 7 14 7 14 7.14 7 14 7.14 7.14 7 14 ' . 14 7 14
52 IS R A lyo 8.93 13.36 13.07 12.38 11 87 11 51 11. 24 11.05 10 91 10.8 10.73 10. 67 10 .63 IE . 6
54 Deund ISIb 3.86 3.09 2.82 2 67 2 56 2 49 2.43 2 39 2.36 2.33 2 32 i .31 i
55 NSIb- (pre-orderl 15.43 12.34 11.29 10 69 10 26 9 94 9.71 9 55 9.42 9.33 9 27 ! .22 9 is-
56 Ob ITSS 3.09 3.09 3.09 3 09 3 09 3 09 3.09 3 09 3.09 3.09 3 09 .09 3 09
57 Ob lyo 1.77 2.08 2 13 2 17 .2 2.22 2 23 2.24 2.25 2 26 .26 2 T
58 NSib ITSS 15.43 15.43 15.43 15 43 15 43 15. 43 15.43 15 43 15.43 15.43 15. 43 15 .43 15. 4*3
59 N S lb lyo 19.29 15.43 14.11 13.37 12 82 12 43 12. 14 11.93 11 78 11.67 11.59 11. 53 II .48 II. 45
bl U2 Inf Tiie 31 31 31 11 51 31 31 il 31 31 31 31 11
62 lyopic 43 43 39 36 34 33 32 31 30 30 30 29 29 2 9
63 ii :J Inf 31 63 94 25 57 88 220 ,51 282 314 3 45 176 4 08
64 .'in lyo 43 32 118 53 85 ! 17 248 7 8 308 338 368 397 4 26
6 5 1 y o - i n f
66 Bt Check
67 Proportionate Allocit on Po i cy/Opt i ii n t i on
68 Order Oi ITSS 1 i 1 I I 1
69 Order Ob ITSS ! 1 ! I 1 1
70 Stock NSN» ITSS 0.9 0.9 0.9 1 1
71 Stock N S N b ITSS 0.8 0.9 0.9 ( .9 ( .9 0.9
72 y ITSS 0.1 0.8 0.9 .9 1.9 ( '.9
74 Order NSli lyo I.I 1.2 1 .1 I
75 Order ISNb lyo 0.3 0.9 1
76 Stock NS la lyo 1 I.I 1.1 1
77 Stock NS lb lyo 1 1 1
78 Ot lyo 1 1 1
77
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